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Background
The Ryan White HIV/AIDS Program (RWHAP), codified in title XXVI of the Public Health Service Act,
supports direct health care and support services for over half a million people with HIV—approximately
half of all people with diagnosed HIV in the United States. The RWHAP funds and coordinates with cities,
states, and local community-based organizations to deliver efficient and effective HIV care, treatment,
and support services for low-income people with HIV.
During the 2019 State of the Union address, the President announced the new "Ending the HIV
Epidemic: A Plan for America." This is a 10-year initiative beginning in Fiscal Year (FY) 2020 to achieve
the important goal of reducing new HIV infections to less than 3,000 per year by 2030. Reducing new
infections to this level would essentially mean that HIV transmissions would be rare and meet the
definition of ending the epidemic.
As part of this initiative, on February 26, 2020, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
awarded approximately $63 million to 60 RWHAP recipients to link people with HIV who are either
newly diagnosed, or are diagnosed but currently not in care, to essential HIV care and treatment and
support services, as well as to provide workforce training and technical assistance.
To support federal requirements to monitor and report on funds distributed through the Ending the HIV
Epidemic (EHE) initiative, the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) HIV/AIDS Bureau
(HAB) created a new data reporting module, the EHE Triannual Report. Service providers who receive
EHE initiative funding will report aggregate information on the number of clients receiving specific
services and the number of clients who were prescribed antiretroviral medications in the four-month
reporting period. The information collected in the EHE Triannual Report will complement the annual
information collected through the RWHAP Services Report (RSR) and other reporting mechanisms and
support HRSA HAB in its ability to monitor EHE initiative activities and assess progress toward meeting
national goals for ending the HIV epidemic.
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EHE Triannual Report Process Overview
The EHE Triannual Report is an aggregate data report submitted three times a year by EHE initiative
recipients and providers of services. Organizations familiar with the RSR reporting process will find the
EHE Triannual Report to follow a similar set of steps.
EHE initiative recipients will begin by entering contracts for their EHE funding into the Grantee Contract
Management System (GCMS). These contracts will then populate in recipients’ EHE Triannual Recipient
Reports. The information in the EHE Triannual Recipient Report will then be used to generate an EHE
Triannual Provider Report for each provider of services. Providers (including recipient-providers,
subrecipients, and second-level providers) will submit their aggregate data in their EHE Triannual
Provider Report. The EHE Triannual Provider Report must then be accepted by the recipient(s) before
finally advancing to “Submitted” status.
For a visual representation of the EHE Triannual Report process, see Figure 1 below.
Figure 1. EHE Triannual Report Process

Organizations that are not EHE initiative recipients
but provide EHE funded services complete just the
EHE Triannual Provider Report.
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EHE Triannual Recipient Report
EHE-funded recipients will complete an EHE Triannual Recipient Report during each triannual reporting
period. The EHE Triannual Recipient Report pulls contract information from the GCMS for the specified
reporting period. To complete the EHE Triannual Recipient Report, recipients should add/review their
contracts in the GCMS and review the list of funded subrecipients in their report for accuracy. Step-bystep instructions for completing the EHE Triannual Recipient Report begin below.

Step One: Accessing the EHE Triannual Report System
Start by logging into the HRSA HAB Electronic Handbooks (EHBs). Hover over the Grants tab at the top of
the page and select “Work on Performance Report.”
Figure 2. Screenshot of EHBs Home Page with Grants Drop-Down Menu

If you need assistance logging into or navigating
the EHBs, contact the EHBs Customer Support
Center at 1-877-464-4772.

On the next page, the Submissions-All page (Figure 3 below), locate your most recent EHE Triannual
Report submission. Select “Start” or “Edit” under the far-right Action column. The first time you access
your report, the link will read “Start.” Once your report has been started the link will read “Edit.”
Figure 3. Screenshot of Submissions-All Page
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From there, you will be taken to the EHE Triannual Recipient Report Inbox (Figure 4 below). On this
page, you can access the GCMS to add/manage your contracts as well as your EHE Triannual Recipient
Report.
Figure 4. Screenshot of EHE Triannual Recipient Report Inbox

Step Two: Adding and/or Managing Contracts in the GCMS
To access the GCMS, click on “Search Contracts” under the Manage Contracts header in the Navigation
Panel on the left side of the page. This will take you to the GCMS search page (Figure 5 below). Your
grant number will be prepopulated in the grant number search field. Searching by just this field will pull
up all contracts associated with your grant number. Alternatively, you can use any of the search fields
listed such as Registration Code, Organization Name, and Start and End Dates to pare down your results.
Figure 5. Screenshot of GCMS Search Page
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Click on “Search” on the bottom right of the page to perform a search once you have decided on your
criteria. If this is your agency’s first submission, there will be no search results and you must add new
contracts for your agency’s grant funding.

Adding Contracts to the GCMS
To add a new contract to the GCMS, you must perform a search first (using the instructions detailed in
the previous section). After searching, look for and click on the “Add Contract” button located below the
Search Results table (Figure 6 below).
Figure 6. Screenshot of GCMS Search with No Search Results

This will take you to the Select Contractor page (Figure 7 below). Here you can search for the provider
you are adding the contract with by registration code, organization name, and/or city and state. After
entering your search criteria, select “Search.” Locate your provider in the search results, and select
“Add” under the far-right Action column.
Figure 7. Screenshot of GCMS Select Contractor Search Results

If you need assistance locating a provider
in the web system, contact Ryan White
Data Support at 1-888-640-9356 or email
RyanWhiteDataSupport@wrma.com.

If you need to add a new provider to the
web system, contact Ryan White Data
Support via email at
RyanWhiteDataSupport@wrma.com.
Include the provider’s organization name,
address, and EIN in your email.
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On the next page, the Contract Details page, you will see a number of fields containing information
prepopulated from the web system. Scroll down to the “Contract Information” section. The following
fields must be completed:
Contract Information
1. Start Date: Enter the start date of the contract by typing it into the text box or selecting the date
from the calendar. To enter the contract start date, use the format “MM/DD/YYYY.”
2. End Date: Enter the end date of the contract by typing it into the text box or selecting the date
from the calendar. To enter the contract end date, use the format “MM/DD/YYYY.”
3. Contract Reference: An optional field that recipients can use to distinguish between their
various contracts. Enter any combination of letters, numbers, and/or special characters to make
the contract easier to find.
4. Contract Execution: Select “Yes” if the contract has been signed and executed.
5. Is this agency serving as a consortium, fiscal intermediary provider, administrative agent, or
lead agency under this contract? Select “Yes” or “No.” If you select “Yes,” choose the
appropriate designation in question 5a that appears after you select “Yes.”
6. Is this agency a subcontractor or second-level provider? Select “Yes” or “No.” If you select
“Yes,” choose the provider’s fiscal intermediary from the drop-down menu in question 6a that
appears after you select “Yes.”
A recipient cannot select “Yes” for
questions 5 and 6 when entering a
contract with themselves.
Figure 8. Screenshot of Contract Details Page - Contract Information

Service Information
7. Does this agency provide direct client services? Select “Yes” or “No.”
8. If applicable, select the administrative and technical services that are funded for this
contractor. Select all that apply.
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Figure 9. Screenshot of Contract Details Page - Service Information

9. If applicable, indicate the core medical and essential support services that are funded for this
contract by selecting the “Update Services” button. Selecting the “Update Services” button will
open a new table on the page. In this table (Figure 10 below), select the core medical, essential
support, and EHE initiative services for this contract that are funded through the EHE program.
For each service category funded through EHE, enter a funding amount in the corresponding
column. The award amount should reflect the current year and should not include carryover
funds.
Figure 10. Screenshot of Contract Details Page - Update Services Table

Please note the new EHE-specific service category at the bottom of this table, “Ending the HIV
Epidemic Initiative Services” (see Figure 11). This new service category includes those services
that are funded through EHE initiative funding but do not meet the definition of a RWHAP
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service as outlined in Policy Clarification Notice #16-02. EHE funding dedicated to services that
meet the definition of one of the RWHAP core medical or support service categories should be
listed under that specific service category.
Figure 11. Screenshot of Update Services Table with EHE Initiative Services

Once you have entered all services for the contract, select “Done updating services” to return to the
Contract Details page.
The Ending the HIV Epidemic Initiative Services category should
only be used for services that do not meet the definition of one
of the RWHAP core medical or support service categories.

Once all required contract information has been entered, select “Save” on the bottom right of the page
to save the contract.
To review the RWHAP core medical and support
service category definitions, see Policy Clarification
Notice #16-02 available on the HAB website.
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Reviewing and Editing Contracts in the GCMS
If contracts for your agency’s EHE funding have already been added for a prior reporting period, you
must review them for accuracy as part of your EHE Triannual Recipient Report submission. Use the
instructions detailed earlier to perform a search in the GCMS. In the search results (Figure 12 below),
identify the contract you are looking for. You can use the expand icon in the far-left column to view the
list of services funded for the contract. To view the full Contract Details page, select “Edit/Remove” in
the far-right Action column drop-down menu. Then select the “Go” button located in the same column.
Figure 12. Screenshot of GCMS Search Results

This will take you to the contract details page. Use the instructions in the Contract Information and
Service Information sections to review and make changes as necessary. Once you have finished editing
the contract, select “Save” on the bottom right of the page.
Q: Where do I input services that I provide as the
recipient?
A: Recipients should enter a contract with their
own agency for the services they provide.

For further instructions on the
GCMS, see the GCMS Manual
on the TargetHIV website.

Step Three: Accessing and Completing the EHE Triannual Recipient Report
If proceeding from Step Two, select “EHE Triannual Recipient Report” under the Inbox header on the
Navigation Panel on the left side of the screen to access the EHE Triannual Recipient Report Inbox.
Alternatively, use the instructions in Accessing the EHE Triannual Report System to navigate to the EHE
Triannual Recipient Report Inbox from the EHBs.
Once you have accessed your report inbox (Figure 13 below), select the envelope icon under the Action
column to open your report.
Figure 13. Screenshot of EHE Triannual Recipient Report Inbox
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EHE Triannual Recipient Report: General Information
Upon opening your report, you will be taken to the first section, General Information (Figure 14 below).
This page will include multiple fields prepopulated from the web system including your organization’s
address, EIN, and DUNS number as well as the contact information of the person responsible for
completing the report. Review all fields for accuracy and make updates as needed. Once finished, select
“Save” on the bottom right of the page.
Figure 14. Screenshot of EHE Triannual Recipient Report - General Information
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EHE Triannual Recipient Report: Program Information
To access the next section of the report, Program Information, select “Program Information” under the
EHE Recipient Report Navigation header in the Navigation Panel on the left side of the screen. The
Program Information section (Figure 15 below) lists all the agencies that had a contract with the
recipient during the reporting period.
Figure 15. Screenshot of EHE Triannual Recipient Report - Program Information

This information is populated from the GCMS and recipients should review the list for accuracy. If any of
the listed information is incorrect, the changes will have to be made to the contracts in the GCMS. If you
make any changes to your contracts after your Recipient Report has been started, you must synchronize
the changes with your report so that they populate correctly.
Use the information in the Adding and/or Managing Contracts in the GCMS section of the manual to
make your necessary revisions. When you navigate back to the Program Information section of the
report, you will see a yellow Warning banner at the top of the page (Figure 16 below).
Figure 16. Screenshot of Synchronization Warning Banner

Select the “Synchronize All” button to synchronize all contract changes at once or select the blue link(s)
in the banner to synchronize contracts individually. On the next page, you can review the changes you
made to your contracts and then select the “Synchronize” button to add all contract changes to the
report.
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Step Four: Validating Your EHE Triannual Recipient Report
Once you have reviewed and completed both the General Information and Program Information
sections, the next step is to validate your report. The validation process checks your report against HRSA
HAB’s system requirements. To start the validation process, select “Validate” in the Navigation Panel on
the left side of the screen. The system will display a message letting you know that the validation is
processing (Figure 17 below). After a few minutes, refresh the page by selecting the “Validate” link again
in the Navigation Panel or by refreshing the page using your web browser.
If your report has no validation messages to address, you will see a congratulations message and can
advance to the next step. Otherwise, you will see a table of your validation results once the validation
process has completed.
Figure 17. Screenshot of EHE Recipient Report Validation Processing Page

Validation messages are sorted into three categories: errors, warnings, and alerts. Errors must be
corrected before you can submit your report. Resolve the error(s) and then revalidate your report.
Agencies should try to correct warnings when applicable but if you are unable to then you must add a
comment in order to submit. To add a comment to a warning, select “Add Comment” under the Actions
column to the right of the warning validation message. A new window will appear for you to enter your
comment. When finished, select “Save” at the bottom of the text box. The comment does not change
the information in your report. The last validation type, alerts, you should try to resolve whenever
possible. But if you are unable to, you can submit your report with an alert.
Once you have addressed your validation results, you can advance to the next step, certifying your
report.
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Step Five: Certifying Your EHE Triannual Recipient Report
To certify your EHE Triannual Recipient Report, select “Certify” in the Navigation Panel on the left side of
the screen. On the next page (Figure 18 below), enter a comment in the text box with any meaningful
feedback you have about the submission process. Underneath the comment box, select the checkbox to
indicate that the data submitted are accurate and complete. Once finished, select the “Certify Report”
button at the bottom of the page.
Figure 18. Screenshot of EHE Recipient Report - Certify Report Page

Step Six: Accept Providers’ Reports (After Submission of EHE Triannual Provider Report)
When your subrecipient(s) have submitted their EHE Triannual Provider Report(s), you must review and
accept them. Navigate to the Provider Report inbox by selecting “EHE Triannual Provider Report” under
the Inbox header in the Navigation Panel on the left side of the screen. Each report must be opened and
accepted separately. Select the envelope icon under the Action column to open the report you wish to
review and accept.
Review the selected report and, when ready, select “Accept” in the Navigation Panel on the left side of
the screen to accept the report. Alternatively, if you need to return the report for corrections, select
“Return for Changes” in the Navigation Panel. As a note, your EHE Triannual Recipient Report will not
advance to “Submitted” status until all of your providers’ reports have been accepted.
If you need assistance completing your EHE Triannual Recipient Report or
reviewing/accepting your providers’ reports, contact Ryan White Data
Support at 1-888-640-9356 or email RyanWhiteDataSupport@wrma.com.
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EHE Triannual Provider Report
Each organization that receives EHE funding to provide services must complete an EHE Triannual
Provider Report each reporting period. This includes organizations that are recipient-providers as well as
subrecipients and second-level providers. The EHE Triannual Provider Report is submitted three times a
year and includes aggregate data on the number of clients receiving certain service categories as well as
the number of clients prescribed Antiretroviral Treatment (ART). Step-by-step instructions for
completing the EHE Triannual Provider Report begin below.

Step One: Accessing the EHE Triannual Report System
The steps to access the EHE Triannual Report vary based on your organization.

EHE Recipients
Organizations that are EHE recipients can use the steps detailed in the Accessing the EHE Triannual
Report System section to navigate to the EHE Recipient Report inbox (Figure 19 below). From there,
select “EHE Triannual Provider Report” under the Inbox header in the Navigation Panel on the left side
of the screen to access the EHE Provider Report Inbox.
Figure 19. Screenshot of EHE Triannual Recipient Report Inbox

Once in the EHE Provider Report Inbox (Figure 20 below), locate your EHE Provider Report and select the
envelope icon under the Action column to open your report. The first time you access your report, the
link will read “Create” and once your report has been created the link will instead read “Open.”
Figure 20. Screenshot of EHE Provider Report Inbox
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EHE Subrecipients and Second-Level Providers
Organizations that do not receive EHE initiative funding or any other RWHAP grant directly from HRSA
HAB but are instead a subrecipient or second-level provider through an EHE recipient must use the HAB
Web Application to access the EHE Triannual Report system. If you already have a user account, enter
your username and password on the HAB Web Application Log In page (Figure 21 below), select “HAB
RSR Web Application” under the application drop-down menu, and click the “Log In” button. If you do
not have an account, you can use the Registration Form located under the password field to create your
user account.
Figure 21. Screenshot of HAB Web Application Log In Page

If you need assistance logging in through the HAB Web Application
or creating your user account, contact Ryan White Data Support at
1-888-640-9356 or email RyanWhiteDataSupport@wrma.com.

Once you have logged in, you’ll be taken to the RSR Provider Report Inbox (see Figure 22). Look at the
bottom of the Navigation Panel on the left side screen and select “EHE Triannual Inbox” under the
Emerging Initiatives header.
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Figure 22. Screenshot of RSR Provider Report Inbox

Once you are in the EHE Provider Report Inbox (Figure 23 below), locate your report and select the
envelope icon under the Action column to open your report. The first time you access your report, the
link will read “Create” and once your report has been started the link will instead read “Open.”
Figure 23. Screenshot of EHE Provider Report Inbox

Step Two: Completing the EHE Triannual Provider Report
EHE Triannual Provider Report: General Information
Once you have opened your report, you will be taken to the first section, General Information (see
Figure 24). This section contains details about your organization as well as the organization contacts.
Review all fields and make any necessary updates.
Organization Details
Under Organization Details, you will find your agency’s EIN, DUNS number, and mailing address. This
information is prepopulated from the web system. Verify the fields are correct and if you need to make
any changes, select the “Update” link to the right of the Organization Details header.
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Organization Contacts
The organization contacts are prepopulated from previous RSR/EHE Provider Report submissions.
Review the contact information and be sure to update it accordingly as this information is used for
outreach purposes by HRSA HAB’s technical assistance providers.
To edit or remove any of the listed contacts, select “Edit” or “Delete” under the Actions column to the
right. If you need to add a new contact, select the “Add Contact” button below the table of contacts.
Provider Profile Information
This section is also prepopulated from previous RSR/EHE Provider Report submissions. Review all fields
and if there are any necessary changes select the “Update” link to the right of the Provider Profile
Information header. If you need further information on these fields and their definitions, refer to pages
20-21 of the RSR Manual available on the TargetHIV website.
Figure 24. Screenshot of EHE Triannual Provider Report - General Information
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EHE Triannual Provider Report: Triannual Report
To navigate to the next section of the report, select “Triannual Report” under the EHE Provider Report
Navigation header on the Navigation Panel on the left side of the screen. In the Triannual Report section
(see Figure 25), enter your aggregate data directly into the table on the screen. The table should only
include information for HIV-positive clients who received at least one service during the reporting
period.
Additional details on the table sections follow below.
A value must be entered for every field. If
there are no data to be reported for a
field, enter a zero.

RWHAP/Initiative Services
In this section, enter a value for the number of clients who received the service category specified in
each row during the reporting period. Each service is split into three columns that each pertain to a
different client population:
•

•

•

# of new clients who received service(s) in the reporting period (A): In this column, report any
RWHAP client who has never received services from the service provider in the past (prior to the
current reporting period).
# of clients who received service(s) in the reporting period and received at least one service
during a previous reporting period of the current calendar year or during the previous
calendar year (B): In this column, report any RWHAP client who received a service from the
service provider in either a previous reporting period during the calendar year (if applicable),
received a service during the previous calendar year, or both.
Total # of clients who received service(s) in the reporting period (C): In this column, report all
RWHAP clients who received a service from the service provider during the reporting period.
For every row, the value in Column C, Total # of clients, must be greater
than or equal to the values reported in Columns A and B. The value in
Column C does not need to equal the sum of Columns A and B.
Q: How should I report a client served during the reporting period that was previously seen two
years ago?
A: This client does not qualify as a new client (Column A) or an existing client (Column B) since they
have been seen previously but not in the current or prior calendar year. Therefore, only report this
client in Column C, the total number of clients served.
Q: My clinic is part of a larger organization. How should we determine whether or not a client is
new?
A: For the EHE Triannual Report, a client is new if they are new to care at the provider of HIV
services. Therefore, if a client has never received services previously from your clinic, the provider of
HIV services, they would be considered new.
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Not all RWHAP service categories are listed individually in the RWHAP/Initiative Services table section.
The included services are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1. Any RWHAP or Initiative Service
1a. Ending the HIV Epidemic Initiative Services
1b. Outpatient/Ambulatory Health Services
1c. Medical Case Management, including Treatment Adherence Services
1d. Non-medical Case Management Services
1e. Mental Health Services
1f. Substance Abuse Outpatient Care
1g. Substance Abuse Services (residential)
1h. Housing

For each service category, report the number of HIV-positive clients that received the service during the
reporting period, regardless of payor or RWHAP-eligibility. In Row 1. Any RWHAP or Initiative Service,
report all HIV-positive clients that were served during the reporting with any RWHAP or EHE initiative
service category that your organization was funded to provide with either EHE, RWHAP, RWHAP-related,
or CARES Act funding.
As a note, Row 1a. Ending the HIV Epidemic Initiative Services is a new service category in the system
that includes those services that are funded through EHE initiative funding but do not meet the
definition of a RWHAP service as outlined in Policy Clarification Notice #16-02. Services provided with
EHE funding that do meet the definition of a RWHAP service category should be reported under that
specific service category and not the EHE Initiative Services category. For example, if your organization
uses EHE funding to provide Medical Case Management, those services should be reported under the
Medical Case Management category and not the EHE Initiative Services category.
While only providers of EHE-funded services must complete the EHE Triannual Provider Report, these
providers should report on services funded through either EHE initiative funding, RWHAP funding,
RWHAP-related funding (including program income or pharmaceutical rebates), or CARES Act funding. If
your organization does not use any of those funding sources to provide one of the services listed in this
section, then you do not need to report client counts for it.
For each column, the values reported in rows
1a through 1h must be less than or equal to
the value reported in Row 1. Any RWHAP or
Initiative Service.

For definitions of RWHAP core
medical and support service
categories, see PCN 16-02, available
on the HRSA HAB website.

Q: Where do I report service categories that I provide that aren’t specifically listed in the Triannual
Report table (e.g. Medical Transportation or Food Bank/Home-Delivered Meals)?
A: RWHAP service categories funded through EHE, RWHAP, RWHAP-related, or CARES Act funding
that are not listed in a specific row (e.g. Medical Transportation) should be reported under Row 1.
Any RWHAP or Initiative Service.
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Q: Where do I report household members who received a service through CARES Act funding?
A: Only report HIV-positive clients who received a service during the reporting period in your EHE
Triannual Report data. Household members who are HIV-negative but received a funded service
should not be included in your data.

Health Outcomes
The Health Outcomes section of the table contains a single row, Prescribed ART in the reporting period.
In this row, report the number of RWHAP clients in each column that were prescribed or continued on
ART during the reporting period. Only report on ART prescription for clients who received
Outpatient/Ambulatory Health Services (OAHS) during the reporting period.
Clients should be sorted into the three columns as specified in the previous section of the manual, i.e.
new clients, clients who received a service during a previous reporting period in the current or prior
calendar year, and total clients.
For each column, the value reported in Row 2. Prescribed
ART in the reporting period, must be less than or equal to the
value reported in Row 1. Any RWHAP or Initiative Service.

Once you have entered a value for each field of the table, select “Save” at the bottom right of the
screen.
If you need assistance extracting your data from your EHR or data
management system or mapping your data to the required data
elements, contact the DISQ Team at Data.TA@caiglobbal.org.
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Figure 25. Screenshot of EHE Triannual Provider Report - Triannual Report
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Step Three: Validating Your EHE Triannual Provider Report
Once you have reviewed and completed both the General Information and Triannual Report sections,
the next step is to validate your report. The validation process checks your report against HRSA HAB’s
system requirements. To start the validation process, select “Validate” in the Navigation Panel on the
left side of the screen. The system will display a message letting you know that the validation is
processing (Figure 26 below). After a few minutes, refresh the page by selecting the “Validate” link again
the Navigation Panel or by refreshing the page using your web browser.
Figure 26. Screenshot of EHE Provider Report Validation Processing Page

If your report has no validation messages to address, you will see a congratulations message and can
advance to the next step. Otherwise, you will see a table of your validation results once the validation
process has completed.
Validation messages are sorted into three categories: errors, warnings, and alerts. Errors must be
corrected before you can submit your report. Resolve the error(s) and then revalidate your report.
Agencies should try to correct warnings when applicable but if you are unable to then you must add a
comment in order to submit. To add a comment to a warning, select “Add Comment” under the Actions
column to the right of the warning validation message. A new window will appear for you to enter your
comment. When finished, select “Save” at the bottom of the text box. The comment does not change
the information in your report. The last validation type, alerts, you should try to resolve whenever
possible. But if you are unable to, you can submit your report with an alert.
Once you have addressed your validation results, you can advance to the next step of the report,
submitting.
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Step Four: Submitting Your EHE Triannual Provider Report
To submit your EHE Triannual Provider Report, select “Submit” in the Navigation Panel on the left side of
the screen. On the next page (Figure 27 below), enter a comment in the text box with any meaningful
feedback you have about the submission process. Underneath the comment box, select the checkbox to
indicate that the data submitted are accurate and complete. Once finished, select the “Submit Report”
button at the bottom of the page.
Figure 27. Screenshot of EHE Provider Report Submit Report Page

If you need assistance completing your EHE Triannual Provider
Report, contact Ryan White Data Support at 1-888-640-9356 or
email RyanWhiteDataSupport@wrma.com.
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